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Abstract
The amount of plastic waste is growing every year and with that comes an environmental concern regarding this problem.
Pyrolysis as a tertiary recycling process is presented as a solution. Pyrolysis can be thermal or catalytical and can be
performed under different experimental conditions. These conditions affect the type and amount of product obtained.
With the pyrolysis process, products can be obtained with high added value, such as fuel oils and feedstock for new
products. Zeolites can be used as catalysts in catalytic pyrolysis and influence the final products obtained.
Keywords: catalytic pyrolysis, fuel oils, thermal pyrolysis, zeolites.

1. Introduction
Plastics are materials that offer a fundamental contribution
to our society, due to its versatility and relatively low cost.
As a result of this contribution, a large amount of plastic
waste is generated due to the increase in its production
each year. This increase in the amount of waste does
cause some environmental problems, since plastics do not
degrade quickly and can remain in the environment for a
long time[1-5]. A large part of this waste is disposed of in
landfills or is incinerated[6,7].
However, the plastic waste are bulkier than other organic
residues and thus occupy massive space in landfills and
therefore the proper disposal and incineration have high
costs. Furthermore, incineration of these waste plastics
results in environmental problems due to increased emission
of harmful compounds[2,6-8].
It is necessary for more sustainable solutions that
incineration and disposal in landfills are researched and
developed[4]. Thus, much research in the area of recycling
and reuse of these post-consumed polymers have been
carried out in order to produce raw materials and energy[1,3,7].
The various types of recycling are good options to control
the increase of plastic waste, because they are environmentally
friendly when compared with incineration and disposal in
landfills. In fact, from recycling it is possible to recover raw
materials, energy and fuel while minimizing the consumption
of natural resources and raw materials. When these products
and energy are recovered, the environmental impacts of
industrial activity are reduced[1,3,9,10].
Municipal waste plastics are heterogeneous, unlike
industrial. For homogeneous plastic waste, the repelletization
and remoulding can be a simple and effective means of
recycling. However, when these wastes are heterogeneous
and consist of mixtures of resins, they are unsuitable for
such recovery. In this case, other forms of recycling[11] are
necessary. Each recycling method provides a number of
advantages that make them beneficial for local and specific
applications[12]. Appropriate treatment of plastic waste is an
important question for waste management, due to energy,
environmental, economic, and political[11] aspects.
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The plastics recycling methods, in accordance with
ASTM D5033-00, are divided into four types according to
the final result, one of them being the tertiary or chemical
recycling. In this type of recycling chemical degradation leads
to production of liquid fuels and chemicals with high added
value from waste plastic fragments or segregated[2,8,13,14].
One of the tertiary recycling methods is pyrolysis.
This process can be thermal or catalytic and is a promising
alternative that allows the conversion of polymers into gas
and liquid hydrocarbons[4,15,16].
Pyrolysis is a process with relatively low cost from
which a wide distribution of products can be obtained. In the
process of pyrolysis, where heating occurs in the absence of
oxygen, the organic compounds are decomposed generating
gaseous and liquid products, which can be used as fuels
and / or sources of chemicals. Meanwhile, the inorganic
material, free of organic matter, remains unchanged under
the solid fraction and can be recycled later[17].
The thermal pyrolysis requires high temperatures,
which often results in products with low quality, making
this process unfeasible. This occurs because the uncatalyzed
thermal degradation gives rise to low molecular weight
substances, however in a very wide range of products[13,15,16].
This method can be improved by the addition of
catalysts, which will reduce the temperature and reaction
time and allow the production of hydrocarbons with a
higher added value, such as fuel oils and petrochemical
feedstocks[4,11,18-21]. That is, the use of catalysts gives an
added value to the pyrolysis and cracking efficiency of
these catalysts depends both on its chemical and physical
characteristics. These particular properties, promote the
breaking of C-C bonds and determine the length of the
chains of the products obtained[17,22].
For Brazilian cities, the percentage of high and low
density polyethylene (HDPE and LDPE, respectively),
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)
and polypropylene (PP) found in municipal solid wastes are
89% and the other polymers account for the other 11%[13].
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Therefore, polyolefins (PE, PP and their copolymers) are the
most widely used thermoplastics for several applications and
are most of the polymeric residues, that make up 60‑70%
of municipal solid waste[23].
Tertiary recycling of plastic waste containing PVC releases
hydrogen chloride, which causes corrosion of the pyrolysis
reactor and formation of organochlorine compounds[23].
The presence of chlorine is very harmful for use as fuel in
the pyrolysis liquid products obtained[24]. Although plastic
waste may be considered economical sources of chemicals
and energy, recycling of mixed plastic waste containing
PVC not only result in the formation of volatile organic
compounds in products, also in the emission of pollution
when they are applied[23].
Moreover, PET may be mechanically recycled obtaining
fibers for carpets, clothes and bottles. The products obtained
in this recycling are of high quality that can be compared
with virgin polymer[12]. Therefore, PET and other special
polymers should be removed from municipal waste by
mechanical recovery, which is economically viable.

1.1 Pyrolysis
The tertiary or chemical recycling includes a variety of
processes that enable the generation of high value products
such as fuel or chemicals[11,16,19-21,25-27].
In this method, the plastic waste is processed to produce
basic petrochemical compounds, which can be used as raw
material for new plastics. This process has the advantage
of working with mixed and contaminated plastics[12,18,20,27].
Recently, much attention has been directed to chemical
recycling, particularly the uncatalyzed thermal cracking
(thermolysis), catalytic cracking and steam decomposition,
as methods for producing various hydrocarbon fractions in
the range of fuel, from solid waste plastics[12].
In the case of polymers, pyrolysis stands out as tertiary
recycling method, however this cracking gives rise to low
molecular weight substances, however unfortunately in a
very wide range of products, in the case of non-catalyzed
thermal decomposition[11,13,15,16,18,26]. The pyrolysis can be
carried out at different temperatures, reaction times, pressures,
in the presence or absence of catalysts and reactive gases.
The pyrolysis process involves the breaking of bonds, and
is generally endothermic and hence the supply of heat is
essential to react the material[28]. In polymeric samples, the
decomposition process may occur through the elimination
of small molecules, chain scission (depolymerization) or
random cleavage[29].
In the pyrolysis process, the sample is heated in the
absence of oxygen and the organic compounds are decomposed
generating gaseous and liquid products. On the other
hand, the inorganic part of the sample, free from organic
matter remains practically unchanged in the solid fraction
enabling their separation and recovery for subsequent reuse.
Therefore, the pyrolysis is an attractive alternative technique
for recycling waste plastics recycling[2,8,17,24,30].
Thermal pyrolysis involves the decomposition of
polymeric materials by means of temperature when it is
applied under inert atmospheric conditions. This process is
usually conducted at temperatures between 350 and 900 °C.
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In the case of polyolefins, which make up much of urban
waste plastics, the process proceeds through random cleavage
mechanism that generates a heterogeneous mixture of linear
paraffins and olefins in a wide range of molar masses[11,18,20,21].
On the other hand, the catalyzed pyrolysis promotes these
decomposition reactions at lower temperatures and shorter
times, because of the presence of catalysts that assist in the
process. Thus, the catalytic pyrolysis presents a number of
advantages over thermal, such as lower energy consumption
and product formation with narrower distribution of the
number of carbon atoms, which may be directed to aromatic
hydrocarbons with light and high market value[11,18-21,26].
The kinetics of degradation and the pyrolysis mechanism
are still being studied and discussed. Degradation has
a very complex mechanism, so adequate description of
decomposing a mixture of polymers is difficult, even more
so in the presence of catalysts and a process with several
stages[7,30]. In order to solve this problem there are some
methods based on the mass loss curve during pyrolysis.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method that can
be used to determine the loss of mass and kinetic parameters.
Thermogravimetric analysis of pyrolysis involves the thermal
degradation of the sample in an inert atmosphere obtaining
simultaneously the weight loss values of the samples with
increasing temperature at a constant heating rate[4,21,31].
Most of the techniques that are used to monitor the
reactions, both for the identification of products of the gas
phase and by thermogravimetric analysis, will only detect
the reaction when the molecules of the products become
small enough to evaporate in the gas fraction and can be
observed as gas fraction or by means of mass loss of the
initial sample. Is possible to follow the reaction from the
beginning, since each broken link consume certain amount
of energy. Thus, by measuring the heat flow into the sample
during the reaction (using for example the calorimeter DSC
method), it is possible to measure the rate of broken bonds
occurring in the sample[4].
The reaction rates and other kinetic parameters of the
degradation of the polymer are dependent on the chemical
structure of these polymers. Generally the CC bonds of the
polymer backbone are broken forming a higher degree of
branching structures, due to the lower thermal stability of
the tertiary carbon atom. Moreover, the mechanism may
also be affected by contaminants. The actual reason for
the differences between the rates of degradation of the
macromolecules has been explained by the distortion of
electron density from the degraded polymer, which depends
primarily on the side group linked to the main chain of the
macromolecule. For this reason, polypropylene (PP) is
less stable than polyethylene (LDPE, HDPE or LLDPE),
for example[7].
The mechanism of degradation of polymers has generally
been described as free radical in the case of a thermal process
without catalyst. However, when catalysts are used, it is
generally ionic mechanism[7].
When catalysts are utilized in the pyrolysis occur two
kinds of decomposition mechanisms simultaneously: thermal
cracking, which in turn can follow different mechanisms
(random chain scission, scission the end of the chain
and / or elimination of side groups) and catalytic cracking
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(carbenium ions adsorbed on the catalyst surface, beta scission
and desorption). As a result, a wide variety of products is
generated, which in turn will react with each other resulting
in a countless number of possible reaction mechanisms[30].
For the pyrolysis of polyolefins, the degradation mechanism
occurs by random chain scission, where free radicals are
generated propagating chain reactions and thus resulting in
the cracking of polymers in a wide range of hydrocarbons
that make up liquid and gaseous fractions[32]. Several factors
influence the process and the most important are: residence
time, temperature and the type of pyrolysis agent. When the
residence time and temperature increase, the composition
of the obtained product shifts to more thermodynamically
stable compounds[2,8,20,32].
The pyrolysis products can be used as an alternative
fuel or as a source of chemicals[30]. The composition of the
product also depends on the presence of catalysts (including
concentrations and types). Higher temperatures decrease
the yield of hydrogen, methane, acetylene and aromatic
compounds, whereas lower temperatures favor the generation
of gas products[32].
Previous experiments to evaluate the polymer degradation
process are important because they provide information on
the feasibility of recycling these polymers raw materials and
even fuels. However, most studies are focused on pyrolysis
of pure polymers and unmixed[7].
1.1.1 Thermal pyrolysis
The pyrolysis of waste plastics involves the thermal
decomposition in the absence of oxygen / air. During
the pyrolysis, the polymer materials are heated to high
temperatures and thus, their macromolecules are broken
into smaller molecules, resulting in the formation of a
wide range hydrocarbons. The products obtained from the
pyrolysis can be divided into non-condensable gas fraction,
liquid fraction (consisting of paraffins, olefins, naphthenes
and aromatics) and solid waste. From the liquid fraction can
be recovered hydrocarbons in the gasoline range (C4-C12),
diesel (C12-C23), kerosene (C10-C18) and motor oil
(C23-C40)[1,3,18,20,33-35].
The thermal cracking usually produces a mixture of
low value hydrocarbons having a wide variety of products,
including hydrogen to coke. In general, when the pyrolysis
temperature is high, there is increased production of
non‑condensable gaseous fraction and a lower liquid fuels
such as diesel. The yield and composition of the products
obtained are not controlled only by the temperature but also
the duration of the reaction[33].
The thermal pyrolysis proceeds according to the radical
chain reactions with hydrogen transfer steps and the gradual
breakdown of the main chain. The mechanism involves
the stages of initiation, propagation and / or free radical
transfer followed by β chain scission and termination[20,34,36].
This mechanism provides many oligomers by hydrogen
transfer from the tertiary carbon atom along the polymer
chain to the radical site[18]. The thermal cracking is more
difficult for the high density polyethylene (HDPE), followed
by the low density (LDPE) and then by polypropylene
(PP)[20]. This is due to high content of tertiary carbons of PP.
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The initiation step comprises homolytic breaking of
carbon-carbon bond, either by random chain scission as by
cleavage at the end of the chain, resulting in two radicals[36,37].
For PP and PE the chain scission occurs at random[37].
This step is followed by hydrogen transfer reactions
intra / intermolecular forming more stable radicals secondary.
These intermediate radicals can be submitted to break the
carbon-carbon bond by scission β to produce compounds
saturated or with unsaturated terminal and new radicals.
The transfer of intra / intermolecular hydrogen depend on
the experimental conditions, the first of which leads to an
increase in the production of olefins and diolefins, paraffins
results in the second[34,36,37].
The termination reactions can occur, for example, by
disproportionation, which can produce different olefins
and alkanes or a combination of radicals can lead to the
same products. Branched products can be formed from the
interaction between two secondary radicals or between a
secondary radical with a primary[36,37].
As a consequence of these mechanisms, the thermal
pyrolysis leads to a wide distribution of hydrocarbon, a
C5‑C80 range, each fraction being mainly composed of diene,
1-olefin and n-paraffin. At high temperatures hydrogen is
formed in significant amounts. Products obtained by thermal
cracking are of limited commercial value, especially being
applied as fuel. For heavy oils, it has been proposed its use
as a wax[36]. Obtaining this wide range of products is one
of the major drawbacks of this technique, which requires
temperatures of 500 °C to 900 °C. These factors severely
limit its applicability and increase the cost of recycling raw
material of plastic waste[23].
1.1.2 Catalytic pyrolysis
The thermal pyrolysis requires high temperatures due
to the low thermal conductivity of polymers[20], which is
not very selective and a possible solution to reduce these
reaction conditions is the use of catalyzed pyrolysis. Catalytic
pyrolysis is an alternative to the recycling of pure or mixed
plastics waste[30]. The catalyst can promote:
• decomposition reactions at low temperatures with lower
energy consumption[15,20,36,38,39];
• reduced costs[40];
• increase the yield of products with higher added
value[20,38,40];
• increase the process selectivity[39,41];
• faster cracking reactions, leading to smaller residence
times and reactors with smaller volumes[36];
• inhibiting the formation of undesirable products[36];
• inhibiting the formation of products consisting primarily
of cyclic hydrocarbons, aromatic and branched, in the
case of polyolefins catalytic cracking[36];
• obtain liquid products with a lower boiling point range[33].

Homogeneous and heterogeneous catalyst systems
have been employed in the cracking polymers. In general,
heterogeneous catalysts have been more used due to the
ease of their separation and recovery of the reaction[36,39].
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The homogeneous catalysts especially used are Lewis acids, as
AlCl3, fused metal tetracloroaluminatos (M (AlCl4) n), where
the metal may be lithium, sodium, potassium, magnesium,
calcium or barium and n can be 1 or 2)[36].
A wide variety of heterogeneous catalysts has been
used and among them are: conventional solid acids (such as
zeolites, silica-alumina, alumina and FCC catalysts (Fluid
Catalytic Cracking)), mesostructured catalysts (such as
MCM-41 etc.), nanocrystalline zeolites (such as n-HZSM-5),
among others[25,35,36,39].
Many studies have been carried out describing the
cracking of pure polyolefins over various solid acids such
as zeolites, clays, among others. The use of zeolites has been
shown to be effective in improving the quality of products
obtained in the pyrolysis of polyethylene and other addition
polymers. The acidity of their active sites and its crystalline
microporous structure (textural properties) favor hydrogen
transfer reactions and thereby make them suitable for obtaining
high conversions of gas at relatively low temperatures,
between 350 and 500 °C[11,18,22,41-44]. That is, these features
allow milder operating conditions (lower temperatures and
reaction times) than a thermal pyrolysis[4,25,30,45].
Differences in the catalytic activity of these solids are
related to their acidic properties, especially the strength
and number of acidic sites. The properties of these solid
structures, as the specific area, particle size and pore size
distribution, also have a crucial role in their performance,
they control accessibility of voluminous molecules of the
polyolefin internal catalytically active sites. While most
work on catalytic cracking of polymers has been performed
with pure polymers, it is accepted that the decomposition
process can be affected by the presence of contaminants as
well as chemical changes that occur in the polymer structure
during use[11,20,21,34,42,46].
As mentioned, the catalyst pore size and acidity are
important factors in the catalytic cracking of polymers[40,43,47].
Generally, the level of catalytic activity in the polyolefin
pyrolysis increases with increasing the number of acidic
sites. Thus, it is known that zeolite catalysts achieve higher
conversions acids non-zeolitic catalysts[42].
The mechanism of this process which involves the
formation of a carbenium ion (isomerization, random chain
scission and β cleavage, hydrogen transfer, oligomerization
/ alkylation, aromatization) is influenced by the strength,
density and distribution of the acid sites of the catalyst.
This determines the products obtained in these reactions.
Solid acid catalysts such as zeolites, favor hydrogen transfer
reactions due to the presence of many acid sites[11,18,22,36,42,44].
The acid strength of the solid is characterized by the
presence of Lewis or Brønsted acid sites. In the case of
crystalline solid acids, it is believed that most of the acid
sites are located inside the pores of the material, as in the
case of zeolites[11,42].
Cracking is processed either by random chain scission
(medium or weak acidity), for scission at the end of the
chain (strong acidity) to give waxes and distillates (gasoil,
gasoline) or light hydrocarbons (C3-C5 olefins), respectively.
These primary cracking products may be removed from
the reaction medium or subjected to secondary reactions
(such as oligomerization, cyclization and aromatization).
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The relative extent of these reactions is connected to the
acidity and properties of catalyst, but also to experimental
variables employed (such as reactor type, temperature,
residence time, etc.)[36].
Catalysts having acidic sites on the surface and with
the possibility of donating hydrogen ion increase rate
of the isomerization products and increase the yield of
hydrocarbon isomers and the quality of the fuel formed.
Catalysts containing strong acid sites, higher density, are
more effective in cracking polyolefins. However, the strong
acidity and high pore size cause rapid deactivation of the
catalyst. Thus, according to literature, it is preferable to
carry out the pyrolysis of polyolefins in the presence of a
catalyst with light acidity and long life[33].
Other types of catalysts which may be used in the
pyrolysis process are catalysts with Lewis acid sites which are
electron pair acceptors. As examples of such catalysts, there
are AlCl3, FeCl3, TiCl4 and TiCl3, which are strong Lewis
acids[47]. These catalysts may be dissolved in molten polymer,
which substantially increases the cracking efficiency while
reducing its consumption. These types of catalysts have acidic
sites on their surfaces that change the charge distribution
in the carbon chain, making them capable of abstracting
hydride ions of hydrocarbons to produce carbonium ions.
This increases the catalytic effect, enabling a reduction in
pyrolysis temperature and promoting the generation of ions
for olefinic and aromatic compounds[32].
However, the cost of the catalyst can greatly affect the
economy of the process, even if it shows a good performance.
To reduce this cost and make it even more attractive process,
you can reuse the catalyst or use it in smaller quantities[23,42,48].
The biggest problem in the use of catalysts in the pyrolysis
of plastics is that coke formation deactivates the catalyst
over time, thereby decreasing its life cycle[33].

1.2 Comparison between thermal and catalytic pyrolysis
Seo et al.[49] studied the catalytic degradation of HDPE
using a batch reactor at a temperature of 450 °C. As shown
in Table 1, the pyrolysis performed with the zeolite ZSM-5
had higher yield of the gaseous fraction and smaller liquid
fraction when compared with thermal cracking. According to
the authors, this is explained by the properties of the catalyst.
Most zeolites, including ZSM-5, showed excellent catalytic
efficiency in cracking, isomerization and aromatization due
to its strong acidic property and its microporous crystalline
structure. The ZSM-5 zeolite has a three-dimensional pore
channel structure with pore size of 5.4 × 5.6 Å which
allows an increased cracking of larger molecules, beyond
Table 1. Yield in thermal and catalytic pyrolysis of HDPE with
ZSM-5[49].
Product Yield (% wt.)
Gas Fraction
Liquid Fraction

Solid Fraction

Total
C6-C12
C13-C23
>C23

Thermal
Pyrolysis
13.0
84.0
56.55
37.79
5.66
3.0

Catalytic
Pyrolysis
63.5
35.0
99.92
0.08
0.0
1.5
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the high Si / Al ratio which leads to an increase in thermal
stability and acidity. Thus, initially degraded material on
the external surface of the catalyst can be dispersed in the
smaller internal cavities of the catalyst thus decomposed
gaseous hydrocarbons (molecules with smaller sizes).
Marcilla et al.[34] also used a batch reactor to evaluate
the thermal and catalytic pyrolysis of HDPE and LDPE
with HZSM-5 catalyst. The processing temperature was
550 °C and the results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen,
the condensable products were the major fraction for the
thermal process and no solid fraction (coke) was detected.
For the catalytic process an increase of the gas fraction,
and this is due to the HZSM-5 catalyst present, which has
strong and weak acid sites and an average pore size small.
As mentioned above, this facilitates cracking leading to
compounds with small sizes (gas fraction).
The results for the batch reactor are similar. However,
there are studies where the values for each product obtained
are different. This is because in this type of reactor the heat
transfer is not as favored and, consequently, other factors such
as the size and quantity of the sample or the carrier gas flow
can determine the type of product formed. Moreover, in such
reactors the extent of secondary reactions is smaller than the
fluidized bed reactor. Using fixed beds where polymer and
catalyst are contacted directly leads to problems of blockage
and difficulty in obtaining intimate contact over the whole
reactor. Without effective contact the formation of large
amounts of residue are likely, and scale-up to industrial
scale is not feasible[15]. The low thermal conductivity and
high viscosity of the plastic may lead to a difficulty in mass
transfer and heat. These factors influence the distribution
of products, in conjuction with the operating conditions[50].

1.3 Zeolites
Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicates of
the elements of group 1A or 2A (especially sodium, potassium,
magnesium and calcium), whose chemical composition can
be represented as follows: M2 / nO.Al2O3.ySiO2.wH2O, where
y varies from 2 to 10, n is the valence of the cation and w is
the amount of structural water[36]. Currently it is known the
existence of minerals which have all essential requirements
to be classified as zeolites, however, instead of aluminum
(Al) and silicon (Si) occupying the tetrahedral positions are
present elements such as phosphorus (P), beryllium (Be),
among others[51,52].
They are composed of tetrahedra of SiO4, AlO4 and
PO4 as primary structural units, which are linked through
oxygen atoms. Each oxygen atom is shared by two silicon
or aluminum atoms, thus giving rise to a three-dimensional
microporous structure[46,53]. The combination of these
Table 2. Yield of the thermal and catalytic pyrolysis of LDPE and
HDPE with HZSM-5[34].
Product Yield
(% wt.)
Gas Fraction
Liquid
Fraction/wax
Solid Fraction
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LDPE

HDPE

LDPEHZSM-5

HDPEHZSM-5

14.6
93.1

16.3
84.7

70.7
18.3

72.6
17.3

-

-

0.5

0.7

two primary structures is found in the common zeolites,
developing cavities of various shapes and sizes which are
interconnected[42,51,53,54].
The AlO4 tetrahedron has a negative charge of -1, because
the aluminum has a valence of +3, which is less than the
valence of +4 silicon. This charge is balanced by cations of
alkali metals or alkaline earth metals (typically Na +, K +,
Ca +2 or Mg +2) present inside the porous zeolite structure by
means of cation exchange, may be replaced by other cations.
When these cations are exchanged for protons, zeolite acid
sites are formed. This exchange allows modification of the
original properties of zeolites. The acidity of the zeolite can
be the Brønsted acid type, proton donors or Lewis acid type,
pair of electron acceptor[46,53]. These channels and cavities
are occupied by ions, water molecules or other adsorbates
which, due to high mobility, allow the ion exchange[51,53].
The pore size corresponding to two-dimensional opening
zeolite is determined by the number of tetrahedral atoms
connected in sequence. The three-dimensional interactions
lead to the most different geometries, forming from large
internal cavities to a series of channels crossing the whole
zeolite[55].
The pores of zeolites function as molecular sieves,
blocking the free diffusion of large, bulky molecules inside
the internal surface of the catalyst[41,54]. These molecular
sieves combine high acidity with selectivity form. That is,
are selective to separate molecules according to their shape
and / or size, besides having a high specific area and high
thermal stability to catalyze a variety of hydrocarbon reactions,
including the cracking of polyolefins. The reactivity and the
selectivity of zeolites as catalysts are determined by its high
number of active sites, which are caused by an imbalance
of charge between the silicon and aluminum atoms in the
crystal, making the zeolite of the structural unit has a charge
balance total least one[42,51].
However, the process of rupture of the polymer
molecules starts on the external surface of the zeolites,
since the polymer chains must be broken before penetrating
the internal pores of the zeolites, due to its small pore size.
The zeolites have a specific pore size and the access of
polymer molecules to internal reactive sites of the catalyst,
as well as the final products within the pores are limited by
their size. As mentioned, the catalyst pore size and acidity are
important factors in the catalytic cracking of polymers[40,43,47].
Generally, the level of catalytic activity in the pyrolysis of
polyolefins increases with increasing the number of acidic
sites. Thus, it is known that zeolite catalysts achieve higher
conversions than non-zeolitic catalysts acids[42]. In addition,
branching of the polymer or end chain of polyethylene can
penetrate the pores of the zeolites, reacting the acid sites
located there and so increasing the activity[34].
During the catalyzed pyrolysis, the polymer melts and is
dispersed around the catalyst. The molten polymer is drawn
into the spaces between the particles and therefore the active
sites on the external surface of the catalyst. Reactions at the
surface produce a low molecular weight materials, which
are sufficiently volatile at the temperature of the reaction
can diffuse through the polymer film as a product or may
react even more in the pores. These reactions proceed via
carbocation as transition state. The reaction rate is governed
both by the nature of the carbocation formed as the nature
and strength of the acid sites involved in catalysis. Regardless
Polímeros, 26(1), 44-51, 2016
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of how the carbocation is formed, it may be subjected to
any of the following methods: load isomerization, the
isomerization chain, hydride transfer, transfer of alkyl groups
and formation and breaking of carbon-carbon bonds. As a
result of this complex procedure, the product distribution
reflects the action of the catalyst, which in turn is influenced
by the size of its pores and for its chemical composition[34,56].
The catalytic decomposition of the polyethylene occurs
at the carbenium ion mechanism. The initial step occurs
either by abstraction of the hydride ion (for Lewis acid
sites) or by addition of a proton (the Brønsted acid sites)
in the C-C bonds of polyethylene molecules, or by thermal
decomposition of polyolefins. Successive scission of the main
chain occur to produce fragments having lower molecular
weights than that of polyethylene. The resulting fragments
are cracked or desidrociclizados in subsequent steps[18].
The acid sites on the catalyst surface are responsible
for the initiation of the carbocationic mechanism, which
induces the degradation of polyethylene and polypropylene.
As mentioned above, these acid sites are originated the
generated load imbalance when AlO4– is incorporated in the
structure of zeolites. The content of AlO4– determines the
number of acid sites in the catalyst while topological factors
related to its crystalline or amorphous structure influence
the strength of these acidic centers. Textural characteristics
control the access of molecules that are reacting in the
catalytic sites. This accessibility is important in catalyzed
reactions involving large molecules such as polymers[21,57].
For presenting a microporous structure, zeolites have
a higher internal surface than the external surface and this
enables the mass transfer between these surfaces. However,
the pore size is an important factor in this transfer, because
only molecules with sizes smaller than these pores can enter or
leave these spaces, which vary from one to another zeolite[53].
Some chemical and physical characteristics of zeolites
ensures them their catalytic capacity. Among these
characteristics can be cited: high specific area and adsorption
capacity; active sites (which may be acidic) whose strength
and concentration can be directed to a specific application;
size channels and cavities compatible with the size of many
molecules and a network of canals and cavities that provides
you with a selectivity of shape, selectivity to the reactant,
product and transition state species[53].
One of the factors that can affect the catalytic activity
of zeolites is their deactivation by coke deposition on their
channels. However, this coke formation rate depends on
several factors, including: structure and acidity of the pores
and the reaction conditions (such as temperature, pressure
and nature of the reactants)[53].
The synthetic zeolites present some advantages and
disadvantages in relation to natural zeolites. Among the
advantages may be mentioned the purity, uniformity in size
and shape of the channels and cavities, and a pre-defined
chemical composition. The disadvantage has been their high
cost and because of this, the synthetic zeolites are mainly
intended for specific applications, where there is a need
for a uniform composition and structure, for example, in
the petroleum cracking process. Already the natural have a
greater abundance and a lower cost of production, particularly
if used in its in natura or if they require little beneficiation
complex processes[51].
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2. Conclusions
Consumption of plastics has increased over the years
and the concern with their waste generated too. Because of
this many studies have been done with the aim to recover
or recycle the waste.
Pyrolysis has been effective compared to other disposal
methods, because it can reuse the energy and the raw
materials contained in those waste, reducing thereby the
environmental impacts caused by the inadequate disposal
of these waste plastics.
The pyrolysis process may be thermal or catalytic.
Thermal degradation occurs by radical mechanism, and as a
result of this mechanism the products formed have a broad
distribution of the number of carbon atoms in the main chain.
In this type of the endothermic process due to the low
thermal conductivity of polymers, there is a need for high
temperatures. Because of that there is a high expenditure
of energy. In order to decrease this temperature, catalysts
may be used.
With the catalytic pyrolysis, the products obtained have
a more narrow distribution of the number of carbon atoms
being directed to more specific products. The composition
and amount of the obtained products are listed as type of
catalyst used. Furthermore, the catalytic reaction decreases
the degradation time and the fraction of solid waste formed.
Generally, the catalysts used in the catalytic degradation
are solid acids such as zeolites. This type of degradation
involves production of the intermediate carbenium ion
by hydrogen transfer reactions. Zeolites used favor these
reactions due to their sites acids that help in the process
of breaking the polymer macromolecules. This breaking
process begins on the surface of the zeolite, because the
polymer needs to be broken into smaller molecules before
entering the internal pores of these solids, due to the small
size of their pores. Zeolites have a specific molecular pore
size and access of such molecules to catalytic reactive sites,
as well as growth of the final products within such pores
is limited by its size.
The other experimental parameters such as temperature,
reaction time, reactor type and flow of carrier gas also influence
the composition of the products obtained. Pyrolysis can be
carried out either for pure polymers or for polymer blends.
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